
Rhythmic recall guide 

Each electric guitar or bass grade carries a rhythmic recall listening test, where you must listen 

and copy a rhythm pattern. Here are some tips for levels up to around grade 6. 

 

Grade 0-2 

The rhythm on the E string will last for two bars and then repeat. After a quick practice you 

must play along after a voice count in. 

Concentrate on the second bar, since your ear will naturally incline towards the first few notes 

and neglect the latter if you do not focus. 

If starting out try and say words along to the rhythm to help it stick in the memory: 

 

Grade 3 

Eighth note rests begin to appear at grade 3+. Instead of saying “Cof-fee Cof-fee etc” try 

counting down beats out loud and fill in upbeats with the word “and”: 

 

 

 

Grade 4 

Chords/harmony is introduced and the test is now called harmonic recall. Bass players must 

copy the root notes and identify the chords, whereas lead guitarists will copy the chords exactly. 

At grade 4 chords I, IV and V in the key of C are used and you hear chord I, the tonic first for 

reference.  

Listen for the following changes: 

V-I (G to C). Sounds solid and finished. This is partly due to the B in the G chord leading to the 

note C in the tonic by moving up one semitone (or fret). 



I-V (C to G) or I-IV (C to F) Conversely these two changes sound unfinished, as if something 

should come afterwards to complete the progression. 

IV-I (F to C) Sounds sacred as this chord change is traditionally used in church hymns for    

“Am-en” as the last two chords.  

Many songs are based around chords I-IV repeated. This will sound pleasant, slightly wistful but 

not strong enough to ever sound totally finished or conclusive, such as “Half the world away” by 

Oasis verse section.  

 

Grade 5 

A secondary minor chord is introduced and the key is G major. The choice of chords is I (G),IV 

(C) V (D),Vi (Em) 

Chord Vi is the relative minor of chord I and can be found three frets below the major barre on 

the same string. “Everybody Hurts” by REM is based around I-Vi G major to the relative E minor 

for example. 

Chord Vi sounds close to chord I and IV as it shares two notes in common with both of these 

chords. 

The minor chord should stick out so listen carefully for which chord it moves to afterwards. 

Concentrate on the interval leap in the bass to hear the transition to the next chord. 

 

Grade 6+ 

As well as dominant seventh chords and more secondary minor chords, ties are introduced 

and must be copied accurately. 

Counting will help and should be consistent using numbers for down beats with “and” for up 

beats. Lead guitarists should swing the arm up and down in accordance with the beat and even 

if missing a beat should strum missing the strings with a ‘ghost’ or missed stroke 

 

 


